Private Pilot License:
AVS 1520: Professional Flight Lab 1A $12,515
AVS 1525: Professional Flight Lab 1B $12,342

Instrument Rating:
AVS 2520: Professional Flight Lab 2 $17,682

Commercial Multi-Engine with a Single Engine Add On:
AVS 3540: Professional Flight Lab 3 $16,465
AVS 3560: Professional Flight Lab 4 $17,690

Total Estimated Cost: $76,694

*Note: These fees include the addition of 10% to some course fees to better reflect the average cost of completion based on prior students. Other miscellaneous expenditures include pre-enrollment drug screening, books and pilot supplies for the initial flight course, the instrument course and the commercial course, headset purchase or rental and knowledge exam fees.

Elective Flight Courses:
Certified Flight Instructor $11,561
Instrument Flight Instructor $3,835
Multi Engine Flight Instruction $7,098
Private Pilot Transition Course $6,848
Single Engine Seaplane $4,195
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